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A b s t r a c t 

We are constructing * silicon strip vertex detector to lie 
used in the Mark II detector in the study of Zc decays at the 
SLAC Linear Collider The status of the project, inrluding 
the performance of Lhe individual silicon detector modules, is 
presented 

l o t r o d u c t l o D 

The M u k II detector will be the first to run at the SLAC 
Linear Collider (SLC) which is presently undergoing commis
sioning We are building a silicon strip vertex detector fSSVD) 
for this experiment to enhance the study of short lived parti
cles produced in Z° decays The SLC provides an excellent 
setting for the use of a SSVD in a number of ways. The •mall 
beam spot [oT,r = 2pm; 0* = I mm) essentially eliminates the 
interaction point uncertainty while the small beam pipe radius 
(2.6 em) allows for a compact detector and reduces the mul
tiple scattering contribution to the impact parameter resolu
tion. Also, the low beam crossing frequency (120 Hz) permits 
a high density of channels since power to the analog read-out 
electronics can be switched off between pulses. 

Given the space constraints within the Mark II detector, we 
settled for a SSVO design with three detector layeis that cover 
17% of the solid angle from the interaction point (see Bgure 
1). The detectors measure position only i s the r - £ plane; the 
Mark II central1 tracking chamber provides the * information. 
The three layers insure that every track has at least two hits 
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m the SSVD whtrh useful for track finding especially if back
ground rates are hip There are 12 detectors per Ji_yc: and 512 
Mrips per detector g ig a total of about 18,000 channejs. The 
read-out of such a hip., density of strips has become possible in 
thr iasi few y e a n with the production of a custom VLSI chip 
|"M:croplex"J of 128 channels that is roughly 6 x 6 m m 3 | l . 
The fabrication technology is NMOS using 5 >im design rules. 
Thr circuit integrates and stores (double correlated sampling) 
ihf charge deposited on a strip and can multiplex the analog 
signal onto a serial bus. Another development which simplified 
lhr implementation of this project is the fabrication of detec
tors on four inch diameter silicon wafers (21- This allows us to 
span a solid angle comparable to the central tracking chamber 
using only one detector length. The properties of the detectors 
are g;v#n in table 1. 
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Figure 1. The layout of the Silicon Strip Vertex Detector. 

B e a m T e s t s 

To determine the signal characteristics of detectors with 
Microplex readout, we first built three fixed target style mod
ules that were run in a IS GtV positron beam J3|, The detector 
strips were 60 mm long, had 25 pm pitch and were wire bonded 
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Table 1 
Properties of the Silicon Detectors 

Detcrlor Property layer 1 layer 2 layer 3 unils 

layer radius 30 3 A 38 men 

strip pilch 25 29 33 tttn 

number of strips 512 512 i J J 

active length 72 S2 90 mrn 

total length 75 D;> 9» nun 

active width 13 15 17 mm 

total width 14 16 18 mm 

thickness 300 300 .100 run 

strip width K 8 n l l l l l 

depletion voltage ~ S U -s i t ~ 30 V 

capacitance' <t.2 S.fi 9.3 I'r-
(to other strips) 

capacitance' 1)0 0 ." 1.0 pK 
[to backplane) 

ealrulatod. 

, ">v 

to version 2 of the Microplo: chip For the beam at normal 
incidence to the detector, the most probable energy loss jugnal 
was IT times the average strip noise for the detector with \ho 
narrowest strip width {Ml ,um). In this case, the cuts used to 
find hits yielded essentially U)0% efficiency for the beam signal 
while noise events occurred less than II) 5 per strip per trigger. 
The position resolution was bettor than .1 /mi in each rase ami 
two tracks could be resolved using a simple finding alfiorUhm 
to within a separation or 150 fim without loss of efficiency or 
spatial resolution. 

Ver tex Resolut ion 

Although a 5 pm SSVD resolution provides a high accu
racy point near the beam axis, the track angle is still beLtcr 
determined from the targe radial separation of measurements 
in the central drift chamber of the Mark 11, Considering the 
intrinsic resolutions of the tracking detectors in the Mark 11 
including the SSVD, and the multiple scattering contribution 
from materials of the detectors and beam pipe, the impact pa
rameter resolution can be derived. The result is shown as a 
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Figure 2. Impact parameter resolution [at,) as a function 
of momentum for tracks produced at 90" to the beam axis. 

Figure 3. The plan for r. silicon detrrtor module. 

function, of track Eitcttrtcnttiii. m flj;iin' 2. This rr^vlmjou will 
Rive good tagging efficiency for li meson decays, for example, 
where the average secondary irack momrmuni is a few UcV/c 
and the mean impact parameter is about 21)0 ftm. 

Detector Moduli'* 

Since the beam testa, we have constructed a number of 
prototype detector assemblies that will he compatible with the 
space requirements of the Mark 11 As shown in figure 2, the 
modules consist of a detector with two rt>ad-out chips wire 
bonded en each end that process overy other channel. The Mi-
crop lex chips are cpoxied onto a hybrid circuit which provides 
the control lines, a switchable capacitor bank Fur the jjowcr, 
and a differential amplifier and line driver for the analog out
put signals. Flexible cables are used to bring lite signals front 
the outside to cither ends of the module and from the hybrid 
to the read-out chip. The outside cables are brought in along 
the beam pipe from only one end of the Mark II detector to 
avoid ground loop problems and make the SSVD installation 
easier, The output analog signals are sent to an intelligent dig
itizer, the BADC ]4|, which w c are programming to do on-line 
pedestal subtraction and updating, common mode correction, 
and hit finding. 

The Microplex chips we are currently using are version 3 
which have been fabricated to cure problems with version 2 as 
well as to improve its performance. The new chips have lower 
noise and consume less power (14 mW/channel analog and 
.63 mW/channel digital). The amplifier rise time is about 25 
asec and we generally use a 500 nsee integration period. The 
equivalent noise charge (ENC) of Microplex 3 as a function 
of the external input capacitance is shown in figure A. This 
data were taken with a chip in which surface mount capacitors 
were wire bonded to the input pads. The data points have a 
normalization uncertainty of about 1095. It should be noted 
that the strip noise spectrum adheres very well to a Gaussian 
distribution out to the limits of the data at five sigma. 

One potential problem with using Microplex 3 is that the 
signal to noise ratio drops by a factor of two after about 20 
krad of radiation exposure independent of whether the chip is 
powered or not [5|. Since it is still not clear what the back
ground radiation environment of the SSVD will be at the SLC , 



aplanarity translates into a £ error for tracks passing through 
ihe detector at angle? other than norma] incidence (the max-
Linitm slope of tracks originating from the interaction point is 
ah out .2). However., the largest deviation from planarity for 
each detector is leas than 24 pin find the bowing shape thai 
is observed allows for a simpk Geometrical correction to be 
applied when determining location of the hits. 

Figure 4. The equivalent charge noise (KJNCJ of Microplcx 
.1 as n function of internal input capacitance, The line fit in 
th(* data ha> an intercept of 281) electron* and a slope of 97 
electro na/pf. 

especially during beam inning, we woiild like the electronic to 
be as radiation hard as possible, Consetpiently,, wp-are planning 
another fabrication of the Microplex chip with changes geared 
toward improving Us survival under radiation exposure. 

The silicon strip deti-clors wi' wilt ii*e are much more radi
ation rt'.ijlalU and show a % yrj *i.-l imrc.u>e in leakage current 
per Kir ad exposure [> 400 ri.4 saturates the amplifier). Lim
its on the initial leakage Torrents have been guaranteed by the 
manufacturer as has the maximum voltage for full depiction 
(75 V), At, 10 V above the measured depletion value, the leak
age currents should be smaller than 20 nA for more than 97% 
of the strips an J not more than 20 ttA in total, Also, no more 
than two strips can have currents above 2U0 nA. These speci
fications should be readily achievable given that ten of the last 
twelve detector prototypes we tested each have less than two 
strips with leakage currents above 2ft nA and all pass the de
pletion voltage requirement. Figure 5 shows an example of a 
depletion measurement for one of the 90 mm long detectors. 

Limits on detector thickness (280 to 320 /*m) have also 
been met with the prototypes although only half pass a require
ment that they are flat to 15 pm- The concern here is that an 

Module Performance 

To estimate the aignal-lo-noiae ratio we can expect Tor min
imum ionising particles with our modules* we are measuring 
signals Trom 00 keV X-raya produced from a 200 mC'i M I Am 
source. These signals rorrcspond to 71% of the most probable 
energy loss of minimum ionizing particles in 30(1 pm silicon. 
The photo-electrons produced from the X-ray absorption have 
a ranae loss than 20 urn and <•<> the rollerlcd charge h ^n-i-ad 
anions the .strips in a disiriltut.ci similar tu that from mini
mum io!U7itig radiation, 

In analysing tln> X-iay J fit a, a ,^in correction is made per 
• trij. that is equal to the inverse of the rms noise of that strip. 
This is motivated from our measurements showing that al
though the rms noise and average X-ray signal may vary at 
*.he 2fVJ& level from slrip-to-i-trip* their ratio is ronstaut within 
errors. To I'rst order, such uniformity is cxpened for charge 
sensitive amplifiers «v»-n if tin: open loop amplifier gain differs 
from channct-to-channel. 

To find X-ray hits in she data, we search for strips* having 
a pulse height greater than five sigma above the pedestal. A 
cluster is defined as that strip plus the neighboring two strips 
on either side. The distribution of total pulse height, of the 
five strips, in units of the single channel ruis noise, is shown 
in figure. C for data taken with one of the 72 trim Ions detec
tors. Figure 7 shows the average pulse height of the strip with 
the largest signal in the cluster as well as the average pubi<? 
heights of its neighboring strips The Gaussian fit to the data 
in figure 6 does not include points from the low energy tail 
of the distribution. This tail results; from lower energy X-rays 
and events which occur near the edges of the amplifier inte
gration period. The mean of ihe fitted curve is 13.3 sigma 
which extrapolates for minimum ionizing particles to a most 
probable energy loss that is 18.7 times the single channel noise. 
Assuming an electron-ion pair produced in silicon requires an 
average of 3.6 eV energy deposited, an equivalent noise charge 
of 1250 electrons is obtained which agrees with in 10% of the 
expectation from figure 4 for a detector of 8.8 pF total strip 
capacitance (sum of strip-to-strip and sttip-to-backplanc ca
pacitance). The standard deviation of the Gaussian curve in 
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Figure 5. The strip to backplane capacitance as a function 
of the bias voltage for a 90 mm long detector. The leveling ofT 
of the data at about 50 V corresponds to Tall depletion of the 
detector. 
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figure 6. The distribution of the cluster pulse height in 
unit! of the single channel rrns noise (a). 
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]• igiire 7 ) In- ,IMT,>I;I' p.iNc height >.f -it . ; .* m Hie nymri 
"f .1 i liM<T vi-iMis s l r .p :.II; .IS*T "I lie M n p vwl!; : ]ir largest 
pulse height is .ISVIK]]I-I| .1 rr". iiiv*. s i n ; . n i u h r r id /.eru I'he 
average pulse height is mea.->ui rd ,JI mi:[». of ' he -.ingle- < hantie-1 
nus HOLM- [n I 

f igured is .thou! 2'J '7 •.]!..ilii-r than th» naive p redu i inu of \ r> 
sigma for indepiuuienl ch.uinei-to-i flannel noise. However, it is 
c o n s i s t e n t w i t h n u t i i l n r n a l i d i i of * n e g a t i v e m i c e r o r r e h v . .<U1 

of roughly .2 between ne ighhunng channels tha t arises rrtnn 
the rapaci t jve coupling of the stripy. 

M^rli.-iu'u MJ S i i | i | i t j r t a m i A l i g n m e n t 

Sine*- '.:\v s p a t i a l re-*on;l i on nf t h e m o d u l e s Wjli b e =z Fi j j " i , 
we need to know their Iiicaiiiuia- to a much l e t t e r precision-
T h e general philosophy in the ali^fimorit, procedure is lo have 
the module suppor t s in i r i i i r r locale their positions only ;o a. 
modera te accuracy \% 11iIf using other ti-c!I[L.JUOS to de te rmine 
their precive location I he placcrucriL accural v is set bv Lin- J 
*>t"i ; resolution of the cent ral t racking chamber whirii t rans-
ii\Irs into a r # uncertainly if the str ips are not parallel to the Z 
•xxin. Wr will place tin* iimdules to bel ter than 25 ; J ^ I ay-curacy 
over their length so tin- *& uncer ta in ty is less Limn 1 (in\ 

T h e photo in figure H shows a pro to type of one <if '.wo 
henij-rylindriral s t ruc tures Lli;ii will house the modules. The 
inner slir!] of each hemi-rylinder has a three point suspension 
system which a t taches lo the beam pip*1. Tlie slots in thr end-
plates , which h.ive been ru t using elecLro-dUc barge m a c h i n i n g 
suppor t the modules ai each 1'iid. A spring fixture tha t is at
tar hed on each I'ini of tin' module is compressed when inserted 
into the slots. Tests show that the resulting force keeps (he 
radial and rit> location of modules s table to within 2 urn while 
a!]owinj» for a small z motion tha i prevents the bowing of the 
silicon detectors fr'im the differenlial thermal expansion of the 
materials of the SSVIJ. '1'he suppo r t s t ruc tures will he fabri
cated out of a luminium except for the shells in the detector 
region which will he beryllium (25(1 fttn thickness) . 

T h e slot locations in the pro to type eudpla les have been 
measured to be accura te to lfi t-v>\. As for the precise deter
minat ion of the module locations, a method using a collimaled 
X-ray beam is being considered- One would move llie herni-
cyliiidrical s t ruc tu re by known amoun t s through a fixed beam 
and use I lie da t a read out from the modules to reconstruct 
their relative or ientat ions. The X-rays will pene t ra te the ma
terials of the modules and housing so the al ignment can be 
done when the SSV[) assembly is complete. Tests will begin 
Shortly using a high power conventional X-ray tube to clujck 
whe ther this Icclmiquc will give the required accuracy. 

Figure H. A photograph of the prototype mechanical sup-
purt s t ruc ture . The o u ' i r shell is shown de ta ined ffnrn the 
inner shell and slotted endpl.i le .i^sernhl). 

After measuring ! h.- relative ]o< .itinns uf the modules within 
e;u h he:n",-( ylinder, they u in be installed on tin" beam pi|»e in 
thi> Mark 11 when- their a l ^mi i en l ;is .i w Imle i an be deter
mined rehiiivf t.i the vertex drift chambiT .nid i entral t ra r r ing 
chamber using tracks in the da ta . To :n<i:;iinr an> movement 
<>f tlie beam pipe on which the SM' I ) is al tari ied relative to 
the Mark II suppor t s t ruc ture wiucfi holdn the o'.her cluunbers, 
< apac i t i i e sensors V> will he placed on cxteiisini:?; <»f tfie outer 
hemi-iv lindricai thells of the SS \ 'D . Tliese will record r, z and 
>t' d'.spla.-emen*,? relative \Q ground pads that have been glued 
to ".he inner c ylinder (if the vertex drift chamber . Tests of indi
vidual sensors have given resolutions bet ter than [ p m and a 
fiiK mock-up uf ttic detector interface region is now being built 
to verify tha t changes in the six degrees of freedom defining 
the relative orjenlation i>f the detectors can be unfolded with 
the required nrcurary. 

S u i n i i i n r y n n d O u t l o o k 

We have successfully constructed SS VI) proto type modules 
that are suitable for use in the Mark El. Current ly , the final 
set of flexible cables, hybrids and detectors arc bring built in 
[.reparation fur full assembly to begin early ne*t year. One 
uncer ta inly that remains is whether the new fabrication ul" the 
Micrnplex i hip will yield belter radiat ion hardness . Masic mea
surements of the stabil i ty of the mechanical suppor t s t ruc ture 
have been made and at tent ion is now turning more toward the 
al ignment question. IT things go according to plan, we should 
have the detector ready fur installation in the Mark II by next 
summer . 
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